On the program of Les Rencontres d’Arles and Les Voies Off

leboudoir2.0
July 4th - 10th, 2016
from 11 am to 8 pm
Le Local, 13 rue du Pont, Arles
Free entrance
One year ago the adventure of leboudoir2.0 started. The extemporaneous and improbable collective
is very glad to announce that we will gather again during the opening week of Les Rencontres d’Arles
in 2016.
This year, we want to focus our discussions on photographers and photography, for we believe
the photographer is an influent figure of our modern societies, one who can distance himself from the
superficial layers of reality, who is able to decipher and transcend it, as much as to develop a critical
view on the medium itself.
In collaboration with Fonderia 20.9, our aim is to offer to photographers and non-photographers,
experts of photography and non-experts, a place of free speech, discoveries, formal and informal
meetings, screenings, photographic performances, street art, open conversations, talks and music.
We want it to be a fluid, fertile, warm and joyful experience, as we intend to be a creativity incubator
for a better future.

On the program
The launch and exhibition of No.0 of
Cartographie de la photographie contemporaine
a collection of take-away exhibitions
Open conversations, talks
photographic performances
and signings
The photography market round table
The bookshop

&
a “white gloves” corner
apéro-screenings from abroad
Halogénure launch
some music
and some more suprises

The exhibition of Issue N°0 of the
Cartographie de la photographie contemporaine

Loosely inspired by paper maps, the Cartographie de la photographie
contemporaine was born from Annakarin Quinto’s strong desire to foster a visual literacy
adapted to current uses of photography.
Conceived as a collection of take-away exhibitions, each Cartographie is curated in complete
freedom by a different artist, collective, curator or photography expert, presenting their
own very distinctive view of the medium.
The Cartographies can be easily displayed anywhere and, as affordable objects, they are
accessible to a large audience, made to be taken home. In time, the collection will draw the
complex and varied panorama that is contemporary photography.
No.0 will exhibited and sold in exclusivity at leboudoir2.0 during the whole week:
it will be the only exhibition in Arles you can take back home for only 10 euros.
Designed and curated with craft and demand by Stefano Marchionini, No.0 features :
Delaney Allen
Charlotte El Moussaed
Kasia Klimpel
Ian Lewandowski
Nich Hance McElroy
Jennifer Niederhauser Schlup
Bärbel Praun
Baptiste Rabichon
Clémentine Roche
Paul Mpagi Sepuya
Daniel Shea
Peter Watkins

The talks, open conversations and photographic
performances
From July 5th to 9th, more than 50 photographers, artists, curators, writers, critics, historians,
galerists, publishers, bloggers, collectors, booksellers and photography lovers are
preparing a dense program on hot topics such as :

The body of the woman as a political territory
with Giulia Bianchi, Luigi Cecconi, Laura Lafon and Amak Mahmoodian
Non-intentionality in photography
with Brigitte Bauer, Bruno Dubreuil and guests
The space between us and the landscape
with Ilka Kramer, Bärbel Praun and Awoiska van der Molen
Experimental photography
by Marc Lenot
Surveillance and conceptual art
with Discipula, Lauren Tortil and their photographic performances
Riots and identity
with Laura El Tantawy, Alaa Mansour-Julien Bonnin and Kate Nolan
What is a visual record of finance? Capitalism, Corporate Identity and Propaganda
with Martin Toft and guests
The impact of economy and the anti-propaganda representations
with Mathieu Asselin, Lewis Bush, Sophie Knittel
Photography and transmission
with Philippe Calia [BIND] and Michel Le Belhomme
Photography as an objet
with Nicola Annunziata and Luce Lebart
Beyond technology, is photography a science ?
with Frédérique Destribats, Grégoire Eloy, Eran Gilat and Elisabeth Hering presenting Patrick BaillyMaître-Grand
Photography and new media
with Giorgio di Noto and Paola Paleari, introcuding Generazione Critica
Scratching the surface of the image
with Federico Clavarino, Niccolò Fano, Giulia Marchi and Michele Tagliaferri

The underground of the actual photography
market: new experiences, an open round table
We invite you to an open dialogue on the actual state of the photography market,
its underground, possibilities and shortcomings.
Galeries, artist-run-spaces, editorial experiences, artists, critics, curators, festivals,
residencies, publishers, bookshop owners, collectors, open calls creators of all genres are
welcome to meet around the table to reflect on the possible actions that can be taken to
offer a financial and deontological renaissance to a medium that has been shaken by the
technological and communication revolutions over the last years.
.
Steve Bisson - founder of Urbanautica and Filmessay
Lewis Bush - artist, writer, critic
Valérie Cazin - gallerist [Galerie Binôme]
Nausicaa Giulia Bianchi - artist, documentarist, writer, mentor
Niccolò Fano - gallerist [Matèria, Rome]
Fonderia 90.2 - a new space dedicated to photography in Verona
Annakarin Quinto - photographer, artist, curator, projects designer
will be very pleased to share their own experiences with you.

This open meeting will be held on Tuesday, July 5th, 3 pm to 6 pm.
Join us ! Your voice is important.

&

not to forget

The bookshop
With his legendary expertise and kindness Claude Lemaire from L’Ascenseur Végétal will advise you on
the best books in town; he is also collecting some rarities for fond collectors. The list of the daily book
signins will be revealed soon.

Lunchtime with an artist
with Francesco Amorosino, Pascal Amoyel, Ilaria di Biagio, Simona Filippini and Mariela Sancara

Screenings from abroad
a selection of photographic works coming from Algeria, India, Italy, Greece, Turkey, Korea, Morocco
and Middle East proposed by : Sadreddine Arezki, Philippe Calia [BIND], Cecile Chagnaud, Filmessay,
Ilias Georgiadis, Ata Kam, Truth Leem, Nathalie Locatelli, Alaa Mansour&Julien Bonnin, Temps Zéro etc
and a special proposal by Filmessay

The white gloves corner
presents rare hand made books by Juliana Bezerra, Nathalie Déposé, Lea Habourdin, Florence Iscia
Touarance, Sara Palmieri, Camilla Pongiglione, Laura Samama and Zhen Shi.

and some surprises :
- the launch of Halogénure, a new magazine dedicated to alternative photography
- the special appearance of the Bisous Collective
- and the Photo Tarot Reviews for breakfast and apero time proposed by Sophie Boursat (in exchange
of a small contribution).

Join us and sit for a coffee and much more,
from breakfast to apéro-time.
We will again explore the blurry areas of photography,
the known ones as well as the unknown,
to experience these moments where the image
encourages us to go beyond its very limits,
never hesitating to question it
in all possible ways.

Contact

Annakarin Quinto
contact@leboudoir2dot0.com

Facebook Group

https://www.facebook.com/groups/leboudoir2.0/

Facebook Event

https://www.facebook.com/events/304190729920433/

MANY THANKS
FOR MAKING IT POSSIBLE
Delaney Allen - Francesco Amorosino - Pascal Amoyel - Sadreddine Arezki - Mathieu Asselin
Patrick Bailly-Maître-Grand - Chiara Bandino - Brigitte Bauer - Sonia Berger - Juliana Bezerra
Giulia Bianchi - Francesco Biasi - Steve Bisson - Julien Bonnin - Sophie Boursat - Emanuele Brutti
Lewis Bush - Philippe Calia [BIND] - Valérie Cazin - Luigi Cecconi - Gabriela Cendoya - Cecile Chagnaud
Federico Clavarino - Nathalie Déposé - Frédérique Destribats - Ilaria di Biagio - Giorgio di Noto
Discipula - Bruno Dubreuil - Grégoire Eloy - Charlotte El Moussaed - Laura El Tantawy - Niccolò Fano
Simona Filippini - Bérangère Fromont - Ilias Georgiadis - Eran Gilat - Lea Habourdin - Halogénure
Elisabeth Hering - Florence Iscia Touarance - Ata Kam - Kasia Klimpel - Sophie Knittel - Ilka Kramer
Laura Lafon - Luce Lebart - Michel Le Belhomme - Truth Leem - Claude Lemaire - Marc Lenot
Ian Lewandowski - Nathalie Locatelli - Amak Mahmoodian - Alaa Mansour - Giulia Marchi
Stefano Marchionini - Nich Hance McElroy - Nicole Moserle - Jennifer Niederhauser Schlup - Kate
Nolan Nicola Nunziata - Haruo Ohara - Paola Paleari - Sara Palmieri - Camilla Pongiglione - Bärbel
Praun Annakarin Quinto - Baptiste Rabichon - Clémentine Roche - Laure Samama - Mariela Sancari
Arianna Sanesi - Paul Mpagi Sepuya - Daniel Shea - Michele Tagliaferri - Martin Toft - Lauren Tortil
Awoiska van der Molen - Peter Watkins - Temps Zéro and guests

and special thanks to
Valentina Abenavoli - Vivien Ayroles - Nadja Berrebi - David Fathi - Emilie Hallard - Aurélien Hubert
Margherita Mauro - Giuliana Prucca - Isabelle Rivière - Clément Verger - Dean Whitbread
for their ghost presence and translations

